A method for accurately predicting solvation structure.
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Abstract

Accurately predicting the molecular structure of solutions is a fundamental scientific challenge. Using quantum mechanical density functional theory (DFT) to make these predictions is hindered by significant variation depending on which DFT functional is used. Here, we present a simple metric that can determine the reliability of a DFT functional for predicting solvation structure. We then show that including a simple interaction term to correct this metric leads to quantitative agreement with experimental measurements of liquid structure. We demonstrate the utility of this method by using it to accurately describe the hydration structure around the Na$^+$ and K$^+$ ions as well as the structural properties of pure water with a computationally cheap functional.

Introduction

The inability to make accurate predictions of the molecular structure of liquids solutions limits our understanding of many important phenomena. For example, understanding the transport of Na$^+$ and K$^+$ through the membrane of a biological cell or through the electrolyte solution of a battery depends on having a reliable and accurate picture of how solvent is structured around these ions.$^{1,2}$

The most direct approach to making these predictions is through the use of density functional theory with molecular dynamics (DFT-MD) simulation. However, this approach is currently limited by the fact that the predictions can often vary significantly depending on which DFT functional is used.$^3$ For example, we have shown that revised Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof functional with Grimme dispersion correction (revPBE-D3)$^{4-6}$ can reproduce water structure reasonably well but fails when used to predict the structure around cations such as Na$^+$ and K$^+$. $^{7-9}$ In contrast, the strongly constrained and appropriately normed (SCAN) functional,$^{10,11}$ which is a higher level meta generalised gradient approximation (GGA) functional, works well for Na$^+$ and K$^+$ structure but is somewhat less accurate than
revPBE-D3 for pure water structure. Using even higher level DFT functionals that incorporate explicit Hartree-Fock or electron correlation can potentially mitigate this problem somewhat but these approaches are so computationally expensive that they can only be applied by a very small group of researchers to a tiny set of problems. Even meta-GGA functionals such as SCAN are significantly slower than GGAs, limiting their usefulness to study practically important systems. This functional dependence is consistent with the fact that these functionals can show significant errors in the 2-body ion-water and water-water interactions computed at higher levels of theory. The good experimental agreement for bulk liquid structural properties can be the result of cancellation of errors. For example, between two and three body interactions and errors in the interaction and the neglect of quantum nuclear effects in the case of revPBE-D3. Additionally many DFT functionals, particularly GGAs can have issues with reproducing charged group interactions. There is a great deal of ongoing research to address the various shortcomings of DFT. However, it is unclear whether it will be possible to find a functional that is accurate enough reproduce liquid structure while still having low enough computational demands to be practically useful.

A standard metric used to evaluate a force field or functional is the calculation of the dimer binding energies using the minimum energy structure compared with higher level methods. This is not ideal for assessing the ability of a functional to reproduce bulk condensed phase structure for several reasons. Firstly, at room temperature in the liquid phase the structures will not stay in a single minimum energy structure. Secondly, the balance of contributions such as dispersion and induction can be quite different in vacuum compared with the condensed phase. Thirdly, It is not clear what basis sets to use for the dimer calculations as DFT-MD simulations are often performed with basis sets optimised for the condensed phase. Fourthly, many body effects beyond the dimer interaction are known to be important. Finally, it is the forces that determine the structural properties rather than absolute binding energies. Therefore the ability of a functional to reproduce the energy
of totally dissociating the molecules of a liquid is not relevant if the goal is to reproduce the structural details of the solvent molecules in the condensed phase.$^{9,32}$

An impressive body of work in recent years has demonstrated that many-body models can correctly reproduce many-body effects at all orders and reproduce structural and other properties of water and ions in water.$^{33-35}$ These models are fitted to reproduce energies of clusters larger than the simple dimer and at a range of distorted geometries away from the energy minimum. We feel that it valuable to better understand the relation between this approach and DFT.

Here, we propose a new metric to determine the accuracy of a DFT functional for reproducing liquid structure, which does not suffer from the limitations outlined above. We show that it can accurately predict the ability of a DFT functional to reproduce liquid structure and provides a straightforward method for correcting the error in the liquid structure.

**Results and Discussion**

Following on from our work in Ref. 9 we use clusters of 8 water molecules surrounding a central molecule in order to fully sample the entire first hydration shell. These clusters are extracted from simulation in order to have a representative sample of structures. We apply this method to pure water and to cations in water so the central molecule in these clusters is either a water molecule or a Na$^+$ or K$^+$ ion as shown in Figure 1.

![Cluster structures](image)

(a) Water cluster  
(b) Na$^+$ cluster  
(c) K$^+$ ion cluster

Figure 1: Cluster structures.
We compute the forces on the water molecules in these clusters with the revPBE-D3 functional and compare with Møller–Plesset perturbation theory level (MP2) as a reference. MP2 should be a reliable benchmark as it reproduces the dimer binding energy of water at the CCSD(T) level\textsuperscript{36} and reproduces cation-water binding energies well.\textsuperscript{29} Simulation of water with MP2 has also shown reasonable agreement with experimental water structure although approximations are required to reduce computational cost.\textsuperscript{12,14,36} However, MP2 can have significant errors for some cases and cannot always be used as a reliable benchmark.\textsuperscript{37} In these cases a more sophisticated approach like CCSD(T) would be preferable.

The error in the radial component of the total force on each water molecule as a function of distance from the central molecule are calculated and shown in Figure 2 for the three cases. The oxygen–oxygen and cation–oxygen radial distribution functions (RDFs) from the simulation at the DFT-MD level of theory are shown below in Figure 3. We compare the theoretical calculations with the O – O RDFs from Skinner et al.\textsuperscript{38} (black dashed line) and from Brookes & Head-Gordon (black circles).\textsuperscript{39} For Na\textsuperscript{+} we compared with the rescaled Na\textsuperscript{+}-O peak extracted from XRD of NaCl at 6M\textsuperscript{8} and for K\textsuperscript{+} we compare with the experimentally determined peak position.\textsuperscript{40–42} We also include simulation results with the SCAN functional, which we have previously shown provides an excellent description of the hydration structure around Na\textsuperscript{+} and K\textsuperscript{+} in comparison with X-ray adsorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurements.\textsuperscript{9}

![Figure 2: Error in the radial component of the force on water molecules as a function of distance from the central molecule with revPBE-D3. Forces are in atomic units times 10\textsuperscript{3}.](image-url)
Comparing Figures 2 and 3 shows that the error plots provide an explanation for the errors observed in the simulations. Water is slightly too repelled on average from a central water molecule meaning the peak position is slightly too large in the water-water RDF. The water molecules in the first solvation shell of Na$^+$ and K$^+$ are repelled significantly too strongly explaining why the peak position is too large for the ion–oxygen RDFs. This method can therefore be used to predict the performance of a DFT functional without having to perform expensive simulations.

**Pairwise interaction correction**

A clear radial dependence in the error as a function of distance is observable for Na$^+$ and K$^+$ in Figure 2. This immediately suggests a simple fix to correct the revPBE-D3 functional. We can add a pairwise interaction term between the water and ions in order to remove this error. This philosophy is analogous to Grimme’s method for correcting DFT functionals for the lack of dispersion interactions,$^6$ although in this case we are not necessarily correcting only the dispersion interaction specifically. This approach can achieve better accuracy than Grimme’s method because we are adjusting the parameters to fit high level quantum mechanical calculations on the specific system of interest itself rather than using parameters that need to be generalisable to any molecule.

There is only a weak radial dependence in the error for water. This is because any radial
dependence in the error of the water-water interaction is obscured by the interaction with water molecules in all directions. It is therefore more difficult to extract a clear correction term to improve the water-water interactions. However, revPBE-D3 already includes the Grimme $C_6/r^6$ dispersion correction term. The parameters for this correction are generally applicable but have not been specifically adjusted for water with this functional and basis set combination in the condensed phase. It is therefore reasonable to use the same function to correct the water-water interactions where the $C_6$ parameter is adjusted to minimise the new error metric provided here. We do not include short-range damping as it has only a minimal effect in this case. Dipole induction and orientational interactions also both have an inverse power sixth law dependence further motivating this choice of functional from.\(^{43}\)

We examine the dependence on this choice for the functional form below. Although this is a pairwise functional it is not simply correcting for the errors in the two-body interaction. Because it is fit to the error in the forces on small clusters it will also be effectively correcting for errors in the many-body interactions.

The $C_6/r^6$ function to correct the water water interactions acts between every oxygen pair. The $C_6$ parameter was determined to be -22.1 in a.u. For the ion-water correction interaction a quadratic form was used with damping by the Fermi function to ensure that it was monotonic and went to zero for large separations. The functional form is:

$$U(r) = A (r - b_1)^2 \left( 1 - \frac{1}{1 + \exp^{-\left(\frac{r-b_2}{b_3}\right)}} \right)$$

(1)

Taking the derivative of this gives the functional form for the force which is what we fit to the error given in Figure 2. In order to fit to the error plots we take the running average of the errors in order to smooth them. The parameters for the Na\(^+\) function are: $A = -0.00053$, $b_1 = 6.905$, $b_2 = 5.19$ and $b_3 = 0.33$. For K\(^+\) they are $A = -0.0013$, $b_1 = 6.63$, $b_2 = 6.0$ and $b_3 = 0.3$. All parameters are given in a.u. and were manually adjusted to minimise the errors. In Figure 4 we show the negative of the forces that result from these pairwise interactions compared with the error plots. Note that the error plots for Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\) are slightly different.
from the ones given in Figure 2 as they include the correction from the $C_6/r^6$ interaction between water molecules.

Combining these pairwise correction terms with the revPBE-D3 functional we recalculate the errors in the forces for these clusters as shown in Figure 5, which demonstrates that the average error is much closer to zero. In addition, the radial dependence of the error in the force is also significantly reduced. The error is slightly negative for the water molecules in the second hydration shell around the cations. For simplicity, we do not correct for this and use a simple monotonic energy function instead as the forces at these distances are quite sensitive to the water–water interaction and so these residual negative errors are likely an artefact of the choice of the pairwise function for the correction to the water–water interaction as well as possible failures of many body effects associated with the DFT functional. However, these errors are relatively minor and a more exhaustive search for pairwise functions or the use of many body interaction potentials should improve the agreement even more.

Figure 6 shows the RDFs that result from simulating with these correction forcefields added to the DFT forces. The resulting agreement for the RDF for water is significantly improved in almost total agreement with experiment. This agreement is comparable to water simulated with much higher levels of theory with significantly lower computational demands$^{12,17}$ or to methods extensively parameterised to match cluster data.$^{44,45}$
Figure 5: Error in the radial component of the force on water molecules as a function of
distance from the central molecule with corrected revPBE-D3.

(a) Water cluster force errors.  (b) Na\(^+\) cluster force errors.  (c) K\(^+\) cluster force errors.

Figure 6: RDFs with corrected revPBE-D3.

(a) Corrected O – O RDF.  (b) Corrected Na\(^+\) – O RDF.  (c) Corrected K\(^+\) – O RDF.
Additionally, the correct peak position is reproduced for the Na$^+$ and K$^+$ cases. These RDFs also match very well with the results of the higher level SCAN function, which we have previously shown agrees very well with experimental EXAFS results. This is particularly significant considering the quite poor performance of uncorrected revPBE-D3 to reproduce the hydration structure around these ions.

The approach outlined here has some similarities to traditional force matching approaches. Force matching normally works by assuming a functional form for the full potential energy surface with many parameters that are adjusted to minimise the mean error in the forces. This approach has shown promising results in application to ions in water. The key advantages of our new approach is that it uses a considered projection of the errors in the forces to develop a simple visualisable and intuitive metric of the error in a DFT functional, which can identify the key systematic error resulting in the failure to reproduce experimental liquid structure and provides a straightforward path to directly corrected for that error. Alternatively, correction potentials can be fitted to minimise the error in the experimental properties such as the RDF. This is obviously restricted to cases where accurate experimental data is available.

Obviously using pairwise interactions to correct this error metric cannot guarantee the final RDFs will be correct, particularly the O – O RDF, as there will be other errors this metric cannot detect. However, it appears that in this case it is detecting the main error of the revPBE-D3 functional. It should also be possible to use a modification of this approach to examine properties such as torques by looking at the non-radial components of the forces in order to ensure that angular distributions are also reproduced correctly. We can hopefully apply a modified version of this method to examine more complex cases such as solute distributions at surfaces and solute pairing in solutions. An additional issue is that ensuring the short-range forces are correct does not mean that long range slowly varying interactions or the and therefore the total binding energies will be correctly reproduced. For example, simulations with the isothermal isobaric ensemble show the density is significantly overesti-
mated with the addition of the $C_6/r^6$ form to correct the water-water interaction. This is consistent with the results of Local Molecular field theory,$^{54,55}$ which demonstrates that it is possible to reproduce the correction hydration structure by only considering short-range strongly varying forces. But that longer range more slowly varying forces are important for determining bulk thermodynamic properties such as density. Properties that depend on these quantities will need additional fitting or other correction methods to be accurately reproduced. For instance, the error in the density can be easily corrected by adding a weak long-range potential that does not perturb the local forces significantly.

The use of a $C_6/r^6$ form for the water–water interaction is not rigorously justifiable. A more sophisticated method that also fit a function to simultaneously correct both the forces and cluster energies would be one option to improve this fitting.$^{56}$ Additionally, ideally the O–H and O–O interactions should be corrected separately to account for the fact that GGAs can over-stabilise hydrogen bonding in particular.$^{57}$ However, we examine the dependence on this choice by also fitting a $C_3/r^3$ function to correct the water-water error and then simulate the O–O RDF with this correction. As Figure 7 shows the $C_3/r^3$ functional form also removes the error in the water-water cluster forces adequately and results in excellent agreement with the RDF of pure water showing that this method does not seem to rely sensitively on the specific function chosen to correct for the error. The C3 parameter is set to $-0.19$ a.u.

![Figure 7: Errors and RDFs for water using the $C_3/r^3$ functional form to correct the errors in revPBE-D3.](image-url)
Figure 8 compares the errors on clusters of 8 water molecules with the errors computed for a single dimer. The dimer structures are determined by taking the minimum energy structures and shifting the molecules positions. This shows that the dimer forces can not adequately explain the errors in the forces on the clusters and therefore will not be able to reliably correct the errors in the condensed phase. It is clear that the water-water dimer is too repulsive and the cation-water interactions have a long range over attraction that is not observed in the clusters likely due to electrostatic screening effects of the other waters. Some non-monotonic deviations at smaller separation are also observed. The error in the water-water dimer can be fit with the same the function as used for the cation-water case with parameters of $A = -0.0006$, $b_1 = 6.83$, $b_2 = 6.5$ and $b_3 = 0.2$. Figure 8 shows that the RDF of water simulated including this correction shows very poor experimental agreement. This demonstrates the limited usefulness of examining only the errors in the dimer interaction and shows the need for calculations on larger clusters.

![Graphs](a) Water force errors. (b) Na$^+$ force errors. (c) Corrected O – O RDF.

Figure 8: (a) and (b) show the errors in the radial component of the force on water molecules as a function of distance for clusters (blue) and dimers (green). (c) shows the O – O RDF that results from using a correction potential fitted to the error in the dimer force.

### Application to chloride

Next we apply this method to the chloride anion to test its generalisability. Figure ?? shows this error metric for water molecules around the chloride anion. It is clear that the deviation from zero is dramatically smaller than for cations or for pure water. Including the $C_6/r^6$
water-water correction slightly reduces the overall error bringing it even closer to zero. This is consistent with the chloride–oxygen RDF calculated without any corrections, which shows good agreement with the experimentally determined peak position.\textsuperscript{8,58}

\begin{figure}[h]
  \centering
  \includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig9.png}
  \caption{(a) Cl\textsuperscript{−} cluster force errors. (b) Cl\textsuperscript{−}–O RDF.}
  \label{fig:fig9}
\end{figure}

Figure 9: Error in the radial component of the force on water molecules as a function of distance from the Cl\textsuperscript{−} anion with revPBE-D3. And the Cl\textsuperscript{−}–O RDF simulated using revPBE-D3.

**MP2 basis set dependence**

One important question is whether the basis sets used for MP2 are sufficiently accurate to use as a benchmark for the the errors in the forces as the double zeta basis sets used for these calculations may not at the complete basis set limit which is normally closer to the quadruple zeta. To examine whether this is an issue or not Figure 10 compares the error calculated using the double zeta basis sets with triple zeta basis sets to show that there is no significant sensitivity on the basis sets used for the MP2 calculation for this metric. This is significant as triple zeta basis sets are much more expensive than double zeta. Double zeta are not at the complete basis set limit but luckily we do not need such high accuracy for this metric whereas we would if we were trying to reproduce absolute binding energies. We did not compute this quantity for potassium due to the higher computational resources required for triple-zeta basis sets.
Figure 10: Comparison of double-zeta and triple-zeta basis sets for MP2 when calculating the error in the radial component of the force on water molecules as a function of distance from the central molecule with revPBE-D3.

Cluster structure dependence

Next we examine whether the cluster error plots depend on the underlying simulation from which the structures are drawn. To examine this we take simulations of the sodium and potassium ions performed with the SCAN functional, which we have presented in previous work. Figure 11 shows that there is no significant difference. This is important as we have shown that SCAN provides a much better description of the hydration structure of sodium and potassium but a worse description of water structure compared with revPBE-D3. This means that the error plots shown are not an artefact of the fact that we are drawing from an incorrect distribution.

Figure 11: Error in the radial component of the force on water molecules as a function of distance from the central molecule with revPBE-D3. Clusters are extracted from simulations using either the SCAN functional or the revPBE-D3 functional.
Cluster size dependence

Next we show that cluster error plots do not appear to depend sensitively on the number of water molecules used in the cluster. Figure 12 shows the results for potassium using clusters of 8 water molecules and 16 water molecules respectively. We see that the error is basically unchanged with the larger clusters. For water we also performed a calculation with clusters containing only two water molecules. This is shown in Figure 12 and demonstrates that the error in the force with revPBE-D3 water is consistent with the nine water molecule clusters although only a much smaller radial range is scanned. The running averages are also shown to demonstrate the similarity.

![Figure 12: Error in the radial component of the force on water molecules as a function of distance from the central molecule with revPBE-D3. For potassium clusters or either 8 or 16 water molecules are extracted from simulations. For pure water clusters clusters of 2 and nine are examined.](image)

(a) K$^+$ cluster force errors.  (b) Water cluster force errors.

Application to SCAN

Finally we compute this error metric for the SCAN functional. This is shown in Figure 13 We have shown SCAN accurately reproduces hydration structure of sodium and potassium but does not reproduce the hydration structure of water as well as revPBE-D3 showing a somewhat over-structured oxygen-oxygen RDF. The error plots computed are consistent with this interpretation. There is generally too much attraction between the water molecules, which would cause the peak position to be too small for the water-water rdf. The error for sodium
and potassium does not show any significant radial dependence and is just slightly too attractive but this is attributable to the error in the water-water interactions. This implies that the cation-water interactions are reasonably well reproduced with SCAN and explains why it reproduces the hydration structure around these ions well. The better agreement of SCAN is to be expected considering that it has been developed to satisfy 17 known constraints that a general exchange-correlation functional should satisfy. It can accurately reproduce binding energies and structures of a variety of molecules without empirical dispersion corrections.\textsuperscript{10,11}

The RDFs with SCAN are shown below in Figure 14 for comparison.

(a) Water cluster force errors.  
(b) Na\textsuperscript{+} cluster force errors.  
(c) K\textsuperscript{+} cluster force errors.

Figure 13: Error in the radial component of the force on water molecules as a function of distance from the central molecule with SCAN.

(a) O – O RDF.  
(b) Na\textsuperscript{+} – O RDF.  
(c) K\textsuperscript{+} – O RDF.

Figure 14: RDFs with SCAN.
Conclusions

We have described an improved metric for the error in a DFT functional. The significance of this metric is that it provides a test that can determine which DFT functional should be used for a given system and how reliable the liquid structure predictions are likely to be with that functional. This test requires only modest computational resources and we therefore advocate for its use whenever a new method is used to predict solvation structure. Additionally, this metric provides a straightforward method to quickly and cheaply correct even severe errors in the DFT functional resulting in significantly better experimental agreement. This result also means we should be able to reliably use cheap GGA functionals to directly calculate important properties of solutes in solution such as solvation free energies because once the hydration structures are properly reproduced similar simple methods can be applied to determine the absolute binding energies.29

Simulation details

For the revPBE-D3 functional,4,5 Born-Oppenheimer ab initio molecular dynamics simulations within the constant volume NVT (at 300 K) ensemble using periodic boundary conditions are performed within the CP2K simulation suite (http:www.cp2k.org) containing the QuickStep module for the DFT calculations.32 The D3 dispersion correction due to Grimme6 was used for revPBE. A 0.5 fs time step was used. We used a double ζ basis set that has been optimized for the condensed phase30 in conjunction with GTH pseudopotentials59 using a 400 Ry cutoff for the auxiliary plane wave basis for the revPBE-D3 simulations and a 1200 Ry cutoff for the SCAN10 simulations.60,61 A Nosé-Hoover thermostat was attached to every degree of freedom to ensure equilibration.62 The energies were accumulated for \( \approx 12 \) ps after 3 ps of equilibration. The sodium and potassium simulations for revPBE-D3 consisted of one sodium ion in a box of 96 water molecules of fixed dimensions of 14.3\(^3\) Å\(^3\) giving a density of 1 g cm\(^{-3}\). The same settings were used for the corrected revPBE-D3 simulations.
with the exception that the multiple force evaluation option was used to combine the DFT forces with the pairwise forces computed using the FIST method. The SCAN simulation results used essentially the same set up and were taken from Ref. 9. The chloride anion was simulated in a $12.46^3$ Å$^3$ box with 64 water molecules giving a density of 1 g cm$^{-3}$ for 17 ps after 3 ps of equilibration a newly optimised pseudopotential for chloride with the revPBE-D3 functional was used.

ORCA$^{63}$ was used to calculate the cluster forces at the MP2 level of theory. Clusters of 8 water molecules were used in the cluster correction calculation with 50 frames extracted from the 15 ps trajectory with the revPBE-D3 functional. The aug-cc-pVDZ basis set was used for the oxygen and hydrogen atoms.$^{64}$ Similarly, the cc-pCVDZ basis set was used for the sodium ion$^{65}$ and the cc-pwCVDZ basis set for the potassium ion.$^{66}$ Frozen cores were used for the MP2 calculations. For the revPBE-D3 and SCAN cluster energy calculations CP2K was used with the periodicity none option and a larger cell size to remove any box size dependence. Otherwise, the same parameters, basis sets etc. as the simulation were used.
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